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required position, vector, altitude and velocity data. As far as the cost-to-install is concerned, neither ADS-B option offers a clear-cut advantage at this point – since the rules issued thus far only specify the performance, not the exact types of equipment needed to certify an ADS-B “Out” installation. When those specs become clearer, so will the projected cost figures involved.

ES takes you higher. Even though it’s called a “Universal Access” transceiver, the 978 MHz UAT is actually less universal that the 1090 MHz “ES” transponder in terms of where it can fly and what airspace it can use. For example, in its criteria for ADS-B “Out” compliance, the FAA will require 1090 ES transponders for aircraft operating higher than 18,000 feet MSL – while UAT is limited to aircraft that will operate no higher than 17,999 feet MSL. So far, no country except the U.S. has accepted the 978 MHz UAT format for their ADS-B datalinks. Consequently, pilots who want to fly outside the U.S. – or operate at or above FL180 – will need the 1090 ES transponder for ADS-B “Out”. Since the FAA has decided to retain its Mode C and Mode S transponder requirements for flight in regulated airspace (to provide a secondary radar backup to ADS-B, as well as communicate with other aircraft that have traffic warning systems), the 1090 ES solution can satisfy both the ADS-B “Out” and functioning transponder requirement with the same piece of equipment.

What is a “squitter” anyway? If you’ve ever flown with a Mode S transponder, you’ve already done your fair share of “squittering.” By definition, the word “squitter” refers to a periodic burst or broadcast of aircraft-tracking data that is transmitted periodically by a Mode S transponder without interrogation from controller’s radar. Mode S (“which stands for mode “select””) technology was first developed in the mid-1970s as a way of using existing ground-based secondary surveillance radar (or SSR) to track on board transponders more precisely and more efficiently – while reducing the number of interrogations required to identify and follow aircraft on the controller’s radar scope.

Squiffy-smart terminology, a “squaque” is a response a transponder makes to an ATC interrogation, while a “squait” is a transmission format that routinely sends aircraft ID and positional information without being interrogated. By reducing the need for back-and-forth interrogation/response over the air, the Mode S squitter works to minimize transmitted “chatter” in the system – and, thus, increases its target-handling capacity.

ES means more data per squit. Under the current Mode S setup, a standard transponder squit only sends the most basic aircraft identification, system status and pressure altitude information – which ATC’s ground computers must correlate with radar tracking information to derive aircraft position, direction of flight, airborne velocity, vertical climb/descent, and so on. Under the new ADS-B concept, each aircraft’s approved GPS navigation system will generate all of this data, and then transmit it at least once per second by means of an “extended squitter” – allowing ground controllers and other aircraft in the vicinity to track each airplane’s flight path with much greater precision and accuracy. The "extended squitter" ES format is capable of carrying much more data than the basic "short squit" Mode S version. In fact, some 49 individual parameters can be sent over the extended squitter, compared to three for Mode C and seven for basic non-extended Mode S. (Note: The 978 MHz UAT “Out” has the same basic data transmission elements as ES – however, it uses a different frequency in the radio spectrum to broadcast the information.) Eventually, when the transition to ADS-B is complete, the higher-capacity ES datalink will allow controllers to see not only what each aircraft is doing, but what it intends to do. The route you have entered into your navigation system will be broadcast on the ES so controllers and other pilots can see where you intend to fly. With this futuristic technology, the clairvoyant mind-reading that some pilots seem to expect from ATC controllers won’t seem so unrealistic after all.

Time to squit? The FAA’s 2020 ADS-B compliance deadline may not seem imminent today. But if you’re considering a new transponder right now, it’s good to know that one with ES can lay the foundation for future required capability. Many questions remain about exactly how ADS-B avionics approvals will be granted, and that’s why Garmin and EAA Sport Aviation have teamed up to bring you this series of briefings. In future reports, we’ll try to further unravel more of the intricacies of ADS-B compliance. The airspace transition is underway. Our aim is to help you prepare to make the most of it.

To learn more, visit www.eaa.org/govt/briefingNextGen.pdf – or www.abb.gov or www.garmin.com/adb